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ACHIEVED: 

 

A robotic car uses a simple rule to drive through a maze: Turn right whenever possible.  

The picture on the right gives an example of how the robot would drive through a maze.  

Question: In how many of the following mazes will the car reach the red dot if it uses this 

system? 

             
The number of completed mazes is = ________ 

 

Jane is playing a computer game. First the computer secretly chooses colours for five buds. 

The available colours for each flower are blue, orange, and pink. 

• Jane must guess which flower has which colour.  

• She makes her first five guesses and presses the Blossom button.  

• The buds, whose colours she guessed correctly, break into flowers.  

• The others remain as buds. 

 

Jane's first go: 

 

Jane then has 
another go at 
guessing and 
presses the 

Blossom button 
again. 

Jane's second go: 

 
 

 

Question: What colours did the computer choose for the flowers? 

 
 

Agents Boris and Bertha communicate using secret messages. Boris wants to send Bertha the 

secret message: MEETBILLYBEAVERAT6 

• He writes each character in a 4-column grid from left to right and row 

by row starting from the top. 

• He puts an X in any unused spaces. 

• Then he creates the secret message by reading the characters from 

top to bottom and column by column starting from the left: 

MBYVTEIBE6ELERXTLAAX 

 

Bertha then uses the same method to reply to Boris. The secret 

message she sends him is:  

OIERKLTEILH!WBEX 

Question: What message does Bertha send back? 

 

Write the message here:  

 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Use digital tools to design a leaflet 
You should have completed your homework on gathering 

information on your Hybrid animal. This lesson, you will 

work on making leaflet to give details about the animal, You 

must include information on the natural habitat and how to 

care for the hybrid animal if domesticated.  

Task: Making the Leaflet 

• You need to produce a care leaflet for your hybrid 

animal. 

• Choose what software to use to present your leaflet. This 

can be Publisher, PowerPoint, Word etc. 

• Use the Internet to find the information about your 

chosen animals: 

Pages: Details Done 

1. Front Cover An attractive cover page with your 

Hybrid Pet, a clear title and 

information about the leaflet. 

 

2. General 

Information 

General information about your 

pet – Use the internet to gather 

information on the size, weight, 

lifespan, natural habitat, history, 

special qualities, etc. 

 

3. Diet What to feed them – you need 

information about suitable food 

and drink for the animal, including 

how often to feed them. 

 

4. Housing You need to give information about 

what owners of the animal need to 

buy in order to keep your pets 

comfortable and happy in their 

home. 

 

You should make it as attractive and appealing as possible for 

the audience. You should ensure they use colour as well, consider 

combining software to get the best possible outcomes. 

Notes: 

 

 

 


